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The doors lock behind the players, not necessarily
with locks, and keys, but the players are trapped...

New Fad of Being
“Locked in” Captures
London Thrill-Seekers
The music halls, theatres, and taverns
have been practically empty for the last
month. Local London adventure-seekers
are flocking to a new and modern form of
Friday night entertainment: Escape Rooms.
While being locked in a room might have
been the fate for sentenced criminals, now
there is apparently a new fad for being
incarcerated. The rooms are cleverly
designed “sets”, with real locks and bars,
and sturdy walls; for each room, there
is one way of achieving freedom, usually
fiendishly difficult, like a puzzle, or a
riddle. The participants have one hour to
uncover the key and escape the room, they
must work together in order to escape,
thus the coined term “Escape Rooms.”
This Reporter tracked the first of such
“diversions” to Bathurst, where the Escape
Room resembled an old dungeon cell.
This reporter took notes while players
tore the room apart, uncovering clues.
After interviewing several past players,
this reporter learned that in order to
escape the variously themed Escape Rooms,
players often have to unravel riddles,
decipher ciphers, utilize props, and even
interrogate one another as to every
player’s skills in order to properly utilize
all of the “tools” at their disposal.
“The games are personalized to each
particular group,” one Morris Helsing
explained, as a veteran of the Escape
Rooms. “The games are very challenging,
they require players armed with logic,
skill, and the ability to work as a team.”
Apparently the Escape Rooms are being
well received by a certain breed of the
Intellectual set.
“I’ve always been one for puzzles,” Wallace
Ending, of the Darbyshire Endings,

commented, “I was never one for running
here and there, up and down a cricket
field, or whacking a birdie over a net.
What’s the point? Puzzles, now, riddles
and numeric devices, those are a real
challenge, designed to improve the mind
and hone one’s problem-solving skills.” Mr.
Ending has not yet “had the pleasure” of
taking part in an Escape Room.

order to win the game. How do the
organizers know the players personal
addresses? When questioned, players
admitted they were concerned when
the notes arrived, however, the
allure of the Escape Rooms was too
seductive, so the players abandoned
caution and showed up to play the
game.

Now readers, this reporter did note—and
this opinion is based purely in objective,
rational observation—that Mr. Ending,
in his tailored wool suit, starched white
collar, and silk red handkerchief, rather
set him apart from the other players,
who were distinctly beneath him in social
class. The other players held themselves
a little aloof from him, and had instead
formed their own tight little knots of
players and commentators, mixing and
networking amongst themselves rather
freely.

Despite the growing enthusiasm for
this type of thrill, this reporter was
shocked to learn that almost all of
the teams evidently failed to find the
key and open the door.
“It’s not meant to be easy,” one Doris
Dorm, washer woman, insisted, “If
it was easy, then what would be the
point?” In fact, only six out of 145
teams have actually achieved the key
and won the game.

Upon further investigation, this reporter
discovered that very few of the players
had ever met before they were placed into
an Escape Room together.
“We all receive notes,” an Oxford student,
one Missy Alexandria explained, “either by
Post, or tucked into our cubbies at school,
or slid under the door of our apartments.
The notes list an address, and a time. I
walked into the storage facility on the
docks, the door slammed shut behind
me, and I was in total darkness. I almost
panicked. But fumbling around I knocked
something over, which turned out to be
a storm lantern. Then there were other
scufflings, and someone muttered, “Who’s
there?” As a chorus of names rang out in
the darkness, I realized I was in the room
with the other players! We all managed to
find some sort of tool in the dark little
bunker: one of those tools was matches, so
I lit the storm lantern, and then I saw the
other players. From there, we set to work.”
This reporter has found a similar thread
throughout the stories of various Escape
Rooms. There is a darker element born out
of the games: the need to survive. Deprived
of outside assistance, often in darkness,
or heat, or cold, total strangers must
band together in order to achieve their
freedom.
The mystery surrounding these Escape
Rooms is part of the allure. No one knows
who created them, who maintains them,
and how such personal information
about every player is known. What is the
process by which such elaborate “teams”
are constructed? Past accounts confirm
that in the Escape Rooms each player has
a select talent needed by the others in

Readers, this reporter is somewhat
at a loss when faced with this
bizarre form of entertainment. It
would seem that the thrill of having
one’s freedom usurped keeps London
residents coming back for more.
The game locations are kept secret
from all except the few teams who
play there, and new Escape Rooms
are constantly being added, as well
as themed rooms (psychiatric ward,
mummy’s tomb, graveyard, farmhouse
cellar...). Apparently, there are now
champion levels to the Escape Rooms,
and this reporter was shocked to
discover that players who master
the game can “buy” their way into
trying the more advanced levels...For
1£ per ticket, per game! Whomever is
running these Escape Rooms clearly
has a marketing strategy in mind:
the beginner levels are free, to get
the players hooked, but the more
advanced levels are costly, and those
rooms are the most addictive.
The metaphor behind these Escape
Rooms is intriguing: citizens of
London willingly place themselves
into captivity, and often into
unbearable conditions, for 1 hour.
They are shoved together with
strangers, and forced to overcome
various obstacles in order to regain
their freedom! It is almost a social
commentary on the state in which
we live our lives: while Londoners
might consider themselves free, are
they really so restless and bored with
the day-to-day trivialities that they
willingly surrender their freedom
to escape the monotony, to engage in
a suspenseful, frightening fight for
survival?

shot from his mouth as he
attempted to have his way
with her.

An artist’s interpretation of the Daring Duo
who saved Miss Walton’s life.

Ripper Sightings
Bring Strange Rescue
By Kent Edward Whittington
Terror struck
Whitechapel once again last
night when witness Ellie
Walton was attacked by Jack
the Ripper/Springheel Jack.
Miss Walton, a local Dollymop,
was plying her trade in the
Chapel when she claims she was
solicited by Jack.
“He was a right gentleman
when I saw him first,” Walton
was quoted as saying, “asked me
if I was good for a dab? I says to
him, ‘A downer would be enough
for company.’ I took him to the
alley and the next I know the
he’s all over me! Pawing and
trying to rip me knickers he
was!”
Walton went on into
some detail that this reporter
dare not repeat in this
article. Suffice it to say, as
with the last witness, Walton
claims that the gentleman
underwent a drastic and
sudden transformation as his
gentleman’s dress dissolved,
revealing the oilskin shirt
and helmet. Walton said that
his eyes glowed red and fire

Walton then claims
that before Jack could begin
his gory deed with the aid
of his clawed glove, his
efforts were thwarted by
two individuals, a man and a
woman.
“She was dressed like an
American cowboy and wore
these queer goggle things,”
Walton went on to say. Of
her gentleman
companion,
he was
apparently very
nondescript
as Walton
provided
little information. Walton
claims that the two pounced
upon her attacker, who
threw them off and leapt
straight into the air atop
a neighbouring wall of a
height no normal human
could attain without help.
The two rescuers fired
guns that Walton claimed
shot “lightning from their
barrels” and gave chase on
foot, but weren’t seen again
by Miss Walton that evening.

been known to dabble
in the spiritual and it is
confirmed that he has
attended more than his fair
share of séances in his day.
A few individuals who know
the man claim that he seeks
to reach beyond the grave
to contact his son, who
died six years ago in a fire
when a ship he had boarded
in Newcastle exploded as
it returned to the London
harbour, all souls lost,
including young Ransom.
What is curious is, if
these so called rescuers
of Miss Ellie Walton are
affiliated with an alleged
spiritual organisation such
as the Motherhouse, why
would they be pursuing a
flesh and blood creature
like our elusive friend,
Jack? This reporter intends
to discover the truth of it.

Welcome to The
Aether Chronicle!

The two were witnessed
by several others as
they followed Jack, who
eventually managed to
elude them. When accosted
by a constable, the two
claimed that they had been
instructed to find and
capture Jack by order of
their benefactor; none other
than Lord Ransom, head
of “The Motherhouse,” an
organisation shrouded in no
small amount of mystery.
The Motherhouse is
described by some as a very
exclusive gentleman’s club,
and little is known of its
true usage. Rumours abound,
claiming the Motherhouse
as anything from the
aforementioned to a type
of spiritualist’s cabal. My
own investigation into the
matter has revealed that
the organisation has had
a hand in what they claim
are “spiritual evictions”
which, in effect rid one
of supernatural terrors.
Whether this claim is true is
unknown, but those who were
interviewed claim to be in the
Motherhouse’s debt.
Lord Ransom has

Kent Edward Whittington, New Feature
Reporter

If you have any
information with
regards to this demon,
please contact Kent
Edward Whittington,
who is currently
collaborating with
Scotland Yard.
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Not Quite Dead, By Sela Carson

W

Sabine Harper stood in
front of a crumbling
crypt with her younger
cousin, Lily, waiting for
the original airhead to
try to raise the dead. After years of
questionable decisions, she could now
categorically state that this was the
stupidest thing she had ever, ever done
in her life.
Lily, in her newly purchased Goth-girl
garb, raised her black manicured hands
and began to intone what she probably
thought was a spell for disinterment. It
sounded like pig Latin. The rest of the
Moron Squad marched solemnly around
the grave, carrying black candles.
Sabine backed away and leaned against a
convenient cypress tree, waiting for the
drama to be over so she could go back
to her boring, warm, well-lit home.
The incantation seemed to be over. Lily
and her ghoulish friends watched the
grave expectantly, until the flame
from one of the candles licked up the
cowl of a girl who sported enough
body piercings to set off airport metal
detectors. She shrieked, dropped the
candle, and whisked off the cape before
it did any damage.
No girl going up in flames. No zombie
rising from the grave. The air of
anticipation faded and the little group
sat down dejectedly.
Sabine, who had started when the girl
screamed, settled back against the tree
to wait through the debriefing and
commiserations. As irritating as it had
been to disrupt her evening for this
funereal little display, it was a lot more
exciting than what she had planned –
eating a bowl of cereal while watching
a bad sci-fi movie on TV.
A step sounded next to her and she
jumped again, this time with a scream
half caught in her throat. She looked
around and saw a tall man come out of
the shadows behind the tree. His manner
seemed direct, not furtive as one would
expect from a man who walked through
cemeteries in the dark. Still, it was
hardly reassuring.
“Sorry to startle you,” he said.
“No problem.” There were people all
around, but she was wary.

“What’s going on here?” He was even
taller than she first thought, she
realized as he stood beside her. He had
to bend down to speak softly to her.
She couldn’t see much of his face in the
dark, but his features seemed regular,
his eyes dark, and his teeth white.
She glanced back at Lily. “They’re
raising the dead.”
He looked over at the graveside
gathering and raised an eyebrow. “Is it
working?”
She angled her head to look at him
disbelievingly and he grinned down at
her. She smiled back as they leaned into
the sturdy trunk of the tree.
“Not so far.”
“And what are you doing here, since you
obviously don’t believe in this?”
“See that little blonde over there?
The one with the spikes in her hair?
That’s my cousin. I’m here because my
aunt would dig me a grave if anything
happened to her during this phase
she’s going through of thinking she’s a
witch.”
The man nodded.
“If you don’t mind my asking, why are
you here?” She asked.
“Just checking on an old friend.”
“I’m sorry.” She placed her hand on his
arm for a moment. “Where is he?”
“Right over there.” He pointed at the
tomb where Lily and her friends were
sitting. The tomb whose inhabitant
they had tried to raise. Sabine gasped in
horror.
“Oh my gosh. I am so sorry,” she said
as she pushed away from the tree. She
started toward the group, ready to tell
them off for disturbing the grave, when
candlelight flickered over the date of
death on the vault.
1882.
She stopped and turned back to the man,
who smiled at her again, showing his
fangs this time.
She lunged for the group at the same
time chaos erupted all around her.
The stone covering of the raised grave
exploded and a figure sprang out of
more than a century of dust and decay.
Sabine watched in horrified silence as
the screams of the wannabe witches
echoed in her ears. The former owner of
the grave, whole, undecayed except for
his clothing, and covered in stone dust,
began to walk with malicious intent

toward the man with whom Sabine had
spoken.
The dead man stopped. He turned his
head and pinned her with his gaze. He
took one step in her direction, then
seemed to change his mind again and ran
off into the darkness—after the guy
with the dental issues.
The Moron Squad had scattered, leaving
the cousins alone in the dark—alone if
you didn’t count Fang Boy and Zombie.
Lily and Sabine backed away from the
ruined grave.
“It worked,” Lily whispered, her pupils
so dilated that only a thin rim of
blue showed around the black. Sabine
grabbed her hand and found her voice.
“Run!”
The dead man had looked at her—right
at her as though he recognized her.
Sabine pulled her stumbling charge
between the monuments to the parking
lot and shoved Lily into the passenger
seat of the car. She dashed around to
get in her side when she ran into a wall
of solid, cold flesh and looked up into
the face of the man with whom she had
spoken by the tree.
Sabine glanced around his shoulder,
checking for the zombie.
“Sorry, belle. He always needed coffee
the moment he woke up. Our dear
Willem isn’t firing on all cylinders
yet, so I gave him the slip.” The vampire’s
voice was sheer heaven with the purest
upper-crust Creole accent. He sounded
like a beignet tasted, crisp, smooth and
sweet. Then he destroyed the illusion by
smiling at her again. He didn’t bother to
hide his long canine teeth as he wrapped
one hand around her left arm. Which
left her right arm free.
Sabine didn’t even think. She did the
very thing all the self-defence articles
talked about and used the weapons she
had at hand. Her right hand still held
her car keys and she slammed them up,
leaving a bloody gash down the face
which, in the white-green glare of
the street light, she could now see was
angelically beautiful. He let go and
stumbled back, cursing as he retreated
into the darkness. She got into the car,
gunned the engine, and squealed out of
the lot, locking her doors and her mind
to the horror she had just seen.
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Not Quite Dead, By Sela Carson

W

ell, dear readers, this
week’s story submission
is a little different
from our usual fare.
Author Sela Carson has
provided story content
to delight our various
Vampire-Steampunk/Gothic Steampunk
citizens of The Empire. One might make
objection to the time discrepancy; clearly
we are not in our preferred era with this
story. But that, dear readers, is what
provides a delightful contrast to the
usual Steampunk genre featured in this
newspaper.
The charm of the author’s work, Not Quite
Dead, can be found in the juxtaposition of
the characters. Certainly, our Steampunk
citizens find a link to the Steampunk
world in the vampire, who comes from an
era and culture that has always found
prominence in the Steampunk world. The
first gentleman, whom we have not been
formally introduced to, arrives at the
cemetery to greet his friend Willem upon

his resurrection. Certainly, he didn’t
expect to find a handful of modern
teenagers attempting a crude seance
over the grave of his friend. Strangely
enough, the vampire interacts with
these youngsters, admitting he is in
the graveyard to “check on a friend.”
Our heroine, Sabine, is appalled that
her cousin and her silly friends were
essentially using this man’s friend as a
guinea pig, and plans to chastise them.

Sabine’s tirade is interrupted, however,
when she glances at the date on
the grave: 1882. When she turns, the
gentleman has unveiled his sharpened
canines. Then, of course, the gravestone
exploded, expelling the friend of the
current vampire, Willem, in the midst of
a terrified group of girls holding black
candles. Panic ensued.
Readers will be interested in the strange
turns this first encounter takes: first

Willem advances on his friend, then
halts and gazes at Sabine. Then he
changes his mind again, and bolts! Is
friend Willem another vampire? In
her mind, Sabine has named the first
gentleman “Vampire” and the second
gentleman “Zombie”—are there any
truths to these nomenclatures? What
will this second man think, having

been resurrected in the midst of a
group of girls, who almost certainly
understand that what they saw was
not a hallucination, or a dream.
What will the Vampire think, have
spoken to Sabine a little before she
witnessed this event, and even went
so far as to follow her back to her
car? What were his intentions? Oh one
can certainly speculate as to what his
intentions were—vampires do have to
eat, yes? But why choose to speak to
her, to apologise for the scene she just
witnessed. He even made some weak
attempts to make light of the whole
situation. Which, in my mind, is strange
behaviour for a vampire.
Clearly this story has been crafted in the
hopes of overturning certain stereotypes
concerning the vampire myths. Setting
the scene in the present day is the first
step to this, thereby enabling vampires to
reveal themselves to a more open-minded,
less religious sect of humans. As we all
know, the vampire myth has been co-opted
in fiction lately, turning vampires into
creatures of deep feelings and romance.
The diplomatic bridge between vampires
and humans has been crossed several
times in literature, so I wonder what our
author has planned for young Sabine? She
is definitely a quick-thinker and she is
fast on her feet, as she grabs her young
cousin and flings her into their car. She
is momentarily prevented from leaving,
however, when she turns and collides
with someone, and Sabine realizes she is
standing there face-to-face with a real
vampire!
The fact that Sabine drew on a past selfdefence class in order to escape proves
that Sabine is a woman with more wit than
hair. One wouldn’t think that a vampire
could be so easily injured by a human, but
then, vampires were humans once as well.
A sharp blow to the vampire’s face with
her keys gives Sabine just enough time to
stumble into the car and hit the gas so
they lurch into the street and blaze away
from the graveyard. However, readers can
imagine that Sabine’s interactions with
the vampire, and his friend Willem, are by

no means over. She and her cousin have
witnessed something that no human is
ever supposed to witness. What will the
vampire do, to ensure her silence? How
will Sabine react, once she has had a

chance to calm down, and she realizes
that she and her cousin are doubtlessly
now in danger from the vampire and his
friend? The author has set the scene,
and given the audience a little taste of
what is sure to be an engaging plot line.
But readers, you will have to stay tuned
if you wish to find out more!

The emblem of new author Sela Carson.

Should you wish to send a Letter to
the Editor, submit your written
work, or offer a tip regarding a
potential story (eg. political
upheaval, crime, special events, art
and music) please contact Leslie
Orton at: ortonlj@hotmail.com.

Travel
Hungary, By Amelia Owen Kibbey

B

uda Grande Excelsior: 5
star lodging. Plush towels,
marble flooring throughout,
crystal chandelier in
the reception foyer. Two
elegant restaurants, serving
dignified cuisine. Highly recommended.
The Golan: Small, family run establishment
that caters to female travellers. Won’t
turn you out for being unescorted.
Restaurant closes at eleven thirty. Drinks
until one a.m. in the lounge. Ask for a
room that faces the Danube.
Best places to eat: Erzsébet for chicken
paprikàs…Yaak’s in Belvàros for a heaping
bowl of highly seasoned, steaming goulash.
Csaba serves the best Austro-Hungarian
beer a girl could want. Vlad’s turns out
more szilvàsgomboc (plum dumplings) than
any other restaurant in the city. And do
not miss Antone Libba for fried goose liver
that is to die for.
Sometimes I do forget that I am meant to
advise my readers of where to stay and
eat whilst travelling the globe. You have
my solemn word that this travel stories
run will make no mention of mysteries,
police involvement, or mayhem. Alice and I
are in the Kingdom of Hungary, exploring
regions along the Danube. Mainly we have
been in the newly named “Budapest.” Some
exciting events and festivities are going
on.
Days 1-3: One cannot travel without
becoming addicted to food and I am no
exception in this matter. Our timing has
been such that we intercepted a three day
cuisine extravaganza featuring all the
best the region has to offer. We gorged
ourselves from one end of the boulevard
to the other. The festival encompassed
three quarters of a kilometre of territory
and had a trolley to ferry patrons
wherever they wished to go along that
path. There was ample outdoor seating
available and bite sized portions of each
serving so as to enable the partaking of
many, many dishes.
The scent of spicy paprika filled the air.
An abundance of sour cream threatened
to render me breathless; how I longed to
loosen the ties of my favourite corset and
indulge like a man! Even as I sit penning
this article I cannot shoo the taste of
roasted red peppers from my memory.
Alice’s personal favourite was the sour
cherry soup, said to be flavoured with
sugar, sour cream, and grandma’s tears.

Day 4: In order to recuperate from
such indulgences Alice and I turned to
athletics the next day and rented a pair
of velocipedes to ride about the territory.
Of all the lunacy, the man running the
establishment had the audacity to advise
us to try the penny farthing! Exactly
where did he think we were going to go
with those? We donned our bifurcated
trousers and took to the countryside for
three whole hours on the ‘pedes.
Such avant-garde contraptions! They
were manufactured in silver and topped
off with all sorts of neat gadgetry. Ever
intrepid (and minus her arm cast from
Italy), Alice went careening down the dirt
roads, pedaling past dilapidated barns and
detouring through an olive grove, much
to the frustration of its owner, all with a
grin on her face and a whoop coming from
her lungs. I don’t mind telling you that my
legs were begging for mercy by the time
we returned the bicycles at sunset that
evening. They were fairly shaking by the
timed I climbed off of that beast for good
back at the rental establishment. That
night it took massage and an extremely
hot shower, along with a stiff draught of
warmed brandy, to put me back in order.
Days 5-6: Our European itinerary is loosely
planned but there are certain portions
which we try our best to keep on schedule
for. A special event that comes round once
every fifty years qualifies and when Alice
discovered some time ago that our range
of dates coincided with the closing of the
Hungarian National Fair we made certain
to be here in time to see it.
If you’ve never had the opportunity, I
highly recommend a national or world’s
exposition. They offer the best of what
technology and industry have coming
down the pike for the community and it’s
exciting to sample it before it becomes
mainstream for the population at large.
They are larger than life, colourful,
outrageous, and strange altogether.
On our first day we saw such things as
self-propelled infant perambulators,
mechanized dollies (which had a slightly
sinister mien to me), and tiny automatons
no bigger than a stuffed toy to rock
baby cradles via manual program. They
were called Merry Nannies of Buda and
manufactured by the Grobbler Co. I
personally witnessed half a dozen babies
being calmed by the little metal men as
mothers (aka prospective buyers) stood
by in awe. Technology as a means to make
one’s life easier will always entice.

There were newer and more updated
versions of scribbler devices with sharper
holographic image capacity, along with
fob watches designed to announce the
hour aloud when a specific button is
pressed. Alice considered investing in one
of them until she discovered a slight flaw:
none of the models could discern between
midnight and eleven fifteen a.m., for
they were both announced the same way. I
think that once they are able to correct
the issue the little buggers are going to
sell like a brolly in a rainstorm. They can
supposedly be programmed to answer in
three languages, including English for
those British readers out there.
Onto grander and more costly inventions.
The Hungarians lead the way in the
evolution of transportation in Eastern
Europe and a massive hangar was devoted
to its display. We began our second
day’s visit here. Larger and ever more
powerful dirigibles, the ever popular
barrage balloon, and Pesh’s Own Highly
Maneuverable Steam Engine Tram for
travel to and from in the Old City.
Mightily impressive were the single unit
carriages. They were equipped with wings
overhead that looked as downy soft as the
real thing but were, in fact, pieces powered
by man. Foot pedals inside the main cabin
were wired so that with a few good pushes
the carriage moved of its own accord, sans
the work customarily done by a horse. It
took little effort to generate the energy
needed to propel it.
How outrageously expensive they were! I
heard comments ranging from “That’s six
whole month’s of wages!” to “What if it
stalls? It’s not like a horse, now is it?”
Mister Clipton’s Threshers and Binders
for the agricultural folk headed up the
farming division. New fangled pistols,
labour saving devices for the household,
books that flipped their own pages
with the touch of your finger and even
recognized your own prints; it was all
there at the exposition. I wonder if and
when any of them will make it to the
shopping emporiums of the Continent. How
long will it take to make it over to the
Americas?
After six days in Budapest, our time in
the Hungarian Empire has come to a
close. Please join me on my next journey
for all the antics, unanticipated, and
informational prose that you can possibly
handle in one article!

